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A.J. Merlino, percussion
Kyle Bissantz, conductor
Cheyna Alexander, voice
Gianni Becker, voice
Erickson Franco, voice
Manuel Gamazo, voice
Cady Marshall, voice
Justin Quintos, voice
Faustino Solis, voice
Jeremy Hodges, lighting design

Barry, Abarquez, voice
Travis Bernau, voice
Karalyn Clark, voice
Carolina M. Gamazo, voice
Lauren Mack, voice
Brian Miller, voice
Charlie Rolison, voice
Anna Fazio, dance

PROGRAM

Casey Cangelosi (b. 1982) Character No. 6

World Premiere

Justin Raines (b. 1979) The Bells

Silver Bells
Golden Bells
Brazen Bells
Iron Bells

World Premiere

Javier Alvarez (b. 1956) Temazcal

Dennis Eberhard (1943–2005) Dialogues II

This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Doctor of Musical Arts in Applied Music.

A.J. Merlino is a student of Tim Jones and Dean Gronemeier.

Saturday, April 27, 2013 2:30 p.m.
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